Background
==========

Currently, the vast majority of biomolecular interaction and pathway data are stored in printed journal articles where it is difficult to manage and to compute upon. The goal of the BIND database (Biomolecular Interaction Network Database) is to curate and archive these data from the literature using a standard data representation so that it may be effectively used for knowledge discovery <http://bind.ca> \[[@B1],[@B2]\].

PreBIND and Textomy are two components of a literature-mining system designed to find protein-protein interaction information and present this to curators or public users for review and submission to the BIND database. Backfilling interaction data from the biomedical literature is an ongoing task that will not be completed for some time. In one sense, PreBIND represents a stopgap measure; a database where researchers can find interaction data (albeit imperfect and un-reviewed) for their molecule of interest until it has been properly indexed in BIND. Hence, the name, PreBIND. At the same time, researchers may use this resource to facilitate proper indexing of their molecules of interest by submitting data they find using PreBIND to curators at BIND. In this sense, PreBIND is complementary to BIND.

The basic unit of the BIND database is the \"Interaction\" record (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The minimum information required to define an Interaction record is a description of a molecule \'A\' and a molecule \'B\' and a publication supporting the interaction. Interacting molecules may include proteins, RNA, DNA, small molecules and complexes among others. Other information may be optionally added to the record such as the previous interactions that gave rise to the interactors, the set of resulting molecules/complexes of the interaction or the precise residues (for biopolymers) that mediate the interaction. A series of Interaction records may be used to describe a biomolecular pathway since the set of molecules that are created as a result of an interaction are contained within the Interaction record itself. These new molecules may have biomolecular functions not possessed by either of the two original interactors in that they may interact with a different set of molecules to yet again, create new molecules with new functionalities. In this way, one can imagine a representation of a biological pathway that consists of a set of bi-molecular interactions where the product of one interaction becomes the interactor of a subsequent bi-molecular interaction. This abstraction is the basis of the data structure for BIND (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For the purposes of this paper and the initial population of the BIND database, we have chosen to focus on extracting information from the literature that is sufficient for defining a simple protein-protein interaction record in BIND. Subsequent text-mining modules can be added to PreBIND in future that will help fill out other aspects of the BIND data model.

![Representation of a pathway using the BIND data-model. Each letter represents a molecular object such as DNA, RNA, protein, complex or small molecule. A simple interaction record (dotted box) describes an interface between two molecular objects. This paper focuses on information extraction for this type of record. Interaction records may describe a new molecule(s) created as a result of the interaction (dashed box). Molecular results of one interaction record can become the interactors in subsequent interaction records. In this way, multiple interaction records can be strung together to describe a biological pathway (solid box).](1471-2105-4-11-1){#F1}

A number of other systems that also mine protein-protein interaction information and other biological relationships from the literature have been described recently: \[[@B3]-[@B14]\]. PreBIND and Textomy differ from these methods by a combination of five factors.

1\) Support Vector Machine (SVM) technology is used to identify articles about biomolecular interactions and confirm sentences that mention specific protein-protein interactions. This method can be used to quickly train a machine learning algorithm to recognize interaction-like articles and bypasses the laborious process of building a domain-specific semantic grammar required for Natural Language Processing (NLP). Marcotte *et al.*\[[@B13]\] recently used a related method (Bayesian) to classify articles that described protein-protein interaction information.

2\) Protein names and their gene-symbols are derived from a non-redundant sequence database (RefSeq) \[[@B15]\], and from the *Saccharomyces*Genome Database (SGD) \[[@B16]\]. Only these names are used for literature searching. This allows an explicit mapping of names to sequences and aids in the preparation of BIND interaction records for submission. Other names are detected by the Textomy module, but only for the purposes of marking-up text for review by users. This approach of using names to create a co-occurrence network of identifiable biomolecules in the literature is similar to the approach used by PubGene \[[@B11]\].

3\) This information extraction (IE) system is coupled to a human-reviewed data-entry queue for a publicly available biomolecular interaction database (BIND). No data extraction technique to date has perfect accuracy and/or precision and even a small error rate is intolerable in a curated database that is envisioned to contain millions of records. Our guiding principle in constructing this tool has not been to completely automate information extraction but rather to make the curation task easier for expert biologist BIND users and indexers. There is no intention to apply discovery algorithms to this raw data set; rather only the curated BIND data set will be analyzed where uncertainty due to IE error will have been removed. All occurrences of protein names in abstracts are stored (regardless of the likelihood that the abstract describes an interaction). Also all co-occurrences of names within an abstract are stored as potential relationships. Each relationship is scored as to its likelihood of being a direct protein-protein interaction. This leaves viewing of search results to the discretion of the curator (even for those papers with low scores). In addition, this allows alternative scoring methods (for alternative types of papers or relationships between proteins) to be applied to the set of continuously updated search results.

4\) PreBIND and Textomy allow for user feedback into the SVM training set that can constantly improve the performance of the system\'s ability to detect abstracts that describe biomolecular interactions.

5\) PreBIND is available for use <http://bind.ca> by those interested in finding interaction information in the literature about their protein of interest. Users are encouraged to submit their findings to the BIND database. Once a record is submitted, it will be validated by BIND curators and by at least one other expert before it is made available in any public data release.

Results and Discussion
======================

Part 1: Description of the Information Extraction system
--------------------------------------------------------

The PreBIND/Textomy information-extraction system is summarized in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The PreBIND parser (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 3) collects synonyms for proteins and their encoding loci for a non-redundant set of proteins present in the NCBI RefSeq sequence database (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 1) \[[@B15]\]. These synonyms are stored with their corresponding RefSeq GenInfo (GI) identifier \[[@B17]\] in the PreBIND database (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 4). Additional synonyms are collected by the parser for each unique GI from the *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*genome database (SGD) \[[@B16]\] (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 2) using database cross-references found in RefSeq records. The PreBIND searcher program (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 6) searches the PubMed literature database \[[@B18]\] (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 5) for each of these synonyms in either the abstract or title fields while limited to the MESH listed taxon relevant to the protein. The PubMed Identifiers (PMIDs) for abstracts returned by these searches are stored in the PreBIND database (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 4). Textomy (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 7) <http://www.litminer.ca/> retrieves these abstracts from PubMed and assigns a score that describes the relative likelihood that the abstract contains molecular interaction information. Textomy, or \'text anatomy\', is text processing software that uses an SVM \[[@B19]-[@B21]\] to capture the statistical pattern of word use in papers that have previously been presented to the machine as \'papers of interest\', in this case, a training set of abstracts that discuss biomolecular interactions. These SVM scores are stored in the PreBIND database (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 4). Textomy is employed in a second round to score the likelihood that an interaction is described for any given pair-wise combination of proteins mentioned in an abstract (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 8). A pair-wise combination of names is awarded a score of 1 for every time the two names (and only those two names) appear in a sentence that is deemed by an SVM to describe a biomolecular interaction (the same SVM that was used to classify abstracts is used here to classify the sentence). In addition, if the names correspond to yeast proteins, they both must conform to yeast-protein nomenclature rules. This avoids awarding a protein interaction score to a set of names that are described in the context of a genetic interaction. These potential interaction scores for each pair-wise combination of names appearing in an abstract are also stored in the PreBIND database (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 4). The PreBIND CGI (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 9) allows users (Fig [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 10) to search for interaction information in PreBIND that may be relevant to their protein of interest via the web.

![The PreBIND information extraction system. Details are provided in the text of the Results and Discussion section.](1471-2105-4-11-2){#F2}

In addition, users may view PubMed abstracts that have been marked-up by Textomy (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 11). The two highest scoring sentences are highlighted in the Textomy interface thus allowing a human judge to rapidly verify the SVM\'s decisions by only reading two sentences instead of the entire abstract. We have shown in a separate study that this technique was effective in choosing the best \"interaction-sentences\" in 66% of the abstracts tested \[[@B22]\]. Textomy also offers highlighting of protein names, interaction phrases, and organism names. This is done with a mix of three techniques: dictionary lookup, applying rules on the morphology of term names, and rules about the context of terms. The dictionary of protein names was derived from the \'short description of entries\' field in SwissProt \[[@B23]\]. The dictionary of organism names was derived from the MeSH vocabulary with some augmentations to handle plural or adjective forms (for e.g., rats, bovine) and acronyms (\"*C. elegans*\"). Rules on term morphology were applied mostly to protein names, but also to interaction phrases. These were programmed using Perl regular expressions. For example, the regular expression \\bp\\ w\*? \[0-9A-Z\]\\ w\*?\\ b will capture strings like p47 and p56lck. The regular expression \\ b \[A-Z\] \[a-zA-Z\]+? \[0-9\]+?(p\|\\ proteins?)\\ b will capture strings that start with a capital letter, contain more letters and at least one digit and end with \'p\' or are followed with the word \'protein\' (or \'proteins\'). As such, strings like \'COR14 protein\' or \'Gp23p\' are detected. Contextual rules allowed protein name identification from a number of contexts, including enumerations and acronym declarations. The protein name highlighting function was similar in part to the one presented by Fukuda *et al.*\[[@B24]\]. These mark-up features allow users to quickly locate interaction information and interactor names.

Once the user has finished reviewing the abstract and has confirmed the potential interactions mentioned in it, they could submit them to the BIND database (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 13 and Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). A BIND record may be created using the PreBIND CGI and submitted to curators at BIND via the Web. The SeqHound database is consulted to ensure that molecule type, taxon and GI identifier are up-to-date (Fig 2.12 and \[[@B25]\]). A subsequent second review by BIND curators (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 14) is required before the record is released to the public BIND database (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 15) at <http://bind.ca>.

![The PreBIND interface. Users can freely view and submit feedback about all potential interactions present in PreBIND. Potential interactions that are judged by users to be legitimate may be submitted to the BIND database for review by curators. Information gathered in this way will be used to further train the support vector machine used in the initial search and help develop natural language analysis algorithms.](1471-2105-4-11-3){#F3}

Part 2: Expected performance of the IE system
---------------------------------------------

### SVM training and evaluation

The heart of the PreBIND/Textomy IE system is an SVM that was trained to recognize abstracts describing biomolecular interactions. The SVM employed by the current PreBIND system available at <http://bind.ca> is described here. An SVM is a model that specifies a decision boundary. There are two parts to the training of an SVM for text. First, positive and negative training examples are transformed into multidimensional vectors. For example, each element in the vector may be a \"1\" or a \"0\" to represent the presence or absence of some word (corresponding to that vector element) in the abstract. Second is the discovery of a boundary that best separates positive from negative examples. This boundary is learned from the set of training samples. New text samples can be classified using this boundary; if an abstract, represented in a multidimensional space, one word per dimension, falls on one side of the boundary, it is judged as an interaction paper and as a non-interaction paper otherwise.

The training articles for the SVM were collected and judged by three different experts with slightly different sampling techniques. For the first collection, T1, the expert was asked to collect abstracts that described, a) protein-protein interactions, b) protein-protein interactions and cloning, c) DNA-protein interactions or d) just cloning. The categories, \'a\' through \'c\' were considered to represent abstracts about biomolecular interactions while category \'d\' represented non-interaction abstracts. T1 contains 187 abstracts, does not contain any yeast papers and was biased for mammalian cell-signaling papers. The second collection, T2, was selected to approximate the manual task of adding interactions to BIND. The abstracts were chosen with a search engine and then marked as positive if the abstract described a biomolecular interaction and negative otherwise. T2 has 497 abstracts. No attempt was made to focus on yeast papers. The third collection, T3a, was selected by a third expert from a collection of yeast papers to be more representative of the papers in the yeast division of PreBIND. Each of these papers were returned by PreBIND Searcher (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 6) and contained at least two yeast protein or gene names. T3a has 200 abstracts. The expert was asked to distinguish all abstracts that contain a biomolecular interaction from those that do not. The fourth collection, T3b, was selected based on an SVM trained on collections T1, T2, and T3a. Only a random sample of those abstracts that were close to the decision border were judged by the third expert. T3b contains 110 abstracts. Again the expert was asked to distinguish all abstracts that contain a biomolecular interaction from those that do not. Finally, set T3c was made up of 100 abstracts selected at random from the PreBIND search results for yeast names. These were also classified on the basis of whether or not they contained biomolecular interaction data.

All of the collections, T1, T2, and T3a-c were combined into a training set for the SVM. In total, 693 training examples described a biomolecular interaction and 401 did not. The dimensions extracted from the text were words and two-word (adjacent) phrases. Term features were filtered (thrown out) if they occurred in a standard list of 300 stop words or were shorter than two characters. The stop word list used was the set of 300 most frequent words from the SMART search engine English stop word list \[[@B26]\]. The longer version of this list is available from <ftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart/english.stop>. Words were strings of alphabetic characters. They were truncated at ten characters and were converted to lower case. No other text pre-processing occurred. Digits, punctuation, and white spaces were treated as non-word characters. As a result, digits and punctuation contained within words were treated as word boundaries.

The value of each dimension for each abstract was binary, 1 if a word occurred and 0 otherwise. Of all words and phrases that met the above criteria, the (at most) 1500 with the highest positive information gain were retained. Information gain is a measure of the amount of information (measured in bits) that a word or phrase conveys about the class \[[@B27]\]. For example, if a person is told only that an abstract contains the word \"interaction\" they are better enabled to decide if the abstract describes a biomolecular interaction than if they are told only that the abstract contains the word \"electrophoresis\". In this case the presence or absence of the word \"interaction\" is said to hold more information than the presence or absence of the word \"electrophoresis\".

SVM training was performed using a radial-basis function kernel (RBF), meaning that the decision boundary used was more complex than a hyperplane. The RBF kernel allows enclosed boundaries such as ellipses and consistently outperformed linear, polynomial and sigmoid kernels for a collection of five other classifiers that were trained for different topics on PubMed abstracts (data not shown). The gamma parameter was set at 0.01, again, optimized after an extensive search across the space of possible values. The C parameter was set to 2. Expected SVM performance was calculated from a 10-fold cross-validation training (train on 90% and test on 10% repeated 10 times on a different 10% each time).

Accuracy was estimated at 90%. Accuracy is a percentile expression of the number of times that the SVM is correct in its classification (either interaction abstract or not). Estimated precision was 92%. Precision is the percentage of times that the SVM is correct in its classification of an abstract as describing an interaction. Recall was estimated as 92% and is the percentage of known interaction articles that the SVM would classify as being about an interaction. The cross-validation F-measure was calculated to be 92%. The F-measure is an expression of precision and recall that favors a balance between the two (see the Methods section for a more detailed description).

These expected performance values are likely to reflect the real performance when applied to abstracts not seen in the training examples to the extent that the training set reflects the overall population of abstracts in PubMed. The SVM training set included abstracts from various fields including transcription regulation and cell signaling in an attempt to generalize the concept of an \"interaction paper\". There is, however, no guarantee that the SVM will perform the same on interaction abstracts from other fields of study. The PreBIND/Textomy system does allow for user feedback and retraining. We expect that subsequent rounds of training may be useful in optimizing performance over the whole range of PubMed abstracts.

We compared the performance of this SVM classifier to a naïve-Bayes method. The same set of examples was used to train a naïve-Bayes classifier as described in the Methods section. Predicted precision was measured by 10-fold cross-validation over a range of recall settings for both methods (see Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The SVM consistently out-performed the naïve-Bayes classifier once recall was greater than 12%. The naïve-Bayes precision and recall were balanced at an F-measure of 87% compared to 92% for the SVM. This suggests that the SVM is the better method to direct curator\'s attention to interaction articles in PubMed.

![Performance of SVM and naïve-Bayes classifiers. The performance of the SVM for identifying interaction abstracts was evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation on a set of 1094 abstracts. The performance on this task is measured in precision and recall. There is an implicit tradeoff between precision and recall that can be varied if the decision boundary is set to some value other than 0. In this evaluation, when the decision boundary for the SVM is set to 1, recall and precision are 0.57 and 0.99 respectively. When the decision boundary is set to -0.99, recall and precision are 0.997 and 0.71 respectively. Finally, if the decision boundary is set to zero then precision and recall are both 92%. In other words, when the decision boundary is set to zero and the SVM is applied to all abstracts in PubMed, it will miss approximately 8% of interaction documents (recall) and 8% of the identified interaction documents will not be interaction documents (precision). Under similar conditions, the naïve-Bayes classifier described here would only have a precision and recall of 87%.](1471-2105-4-11-4){#F4}

### Comparison to MIPS

In addition to classifying abstracts as either being \"about an interaction\" or not, the PreBIND interface presents information about the confidence in a prediction for an interaction between any two proteins mentioned in an abstract. A \"potential interaction score\" of one (1) is awarded to a particular pair-wise interaction for every time that the two protein names (and only those two names) appear in the same sentence and that sentence has been classified as being \"about an interaction\" by the same SVM used to classify the abstract. A potential interaction score of zero indicates that two protein names co-occur in the same abstract.

We assessed the ability of PreBIND/Textomy system to find interactions in yeast-related abstracts that had been independently entered into the MIPS yeast protein-protein interaction table <http://mips.gsf.de/proj/yeast/tables/interaction> \[[@B28]\]. We first removed interactions from the MIPS list that would not be detected by PreBIND regardless of its performance; these included homodimers, interactions with \'mRNA\', interactions without a literature reference and interactions identified solely by a high-throughput study. We were left with 1378 non-redundant interactions from this list and compared these to interactions found by PreBIND.

Sixty percent (826) of the MIPS interactions were \"found\" by PreBIND solely from PubMed abstracts. In 563 cases (41%), this meant that the two names were simply in the same \"interaction\" abstract but they were not awarded an interaction score greater than zero. Only 263 (19%) of the MIPS interactions were found by PreBIND in \"interaction\" abstracts and were awarded an interaction score greater than zero. This suggests that curators might expect to index a maximum of 60% of known interactions if they were to read every abstract (and only the abstract) that was classified as containing interaction data.

Obviously, if PreBIND were able to search full-text, many more potential interactions would be found. PreBIND failed to find about 40% of the interactions in MIPS because there were no abstracts where both the protein names occurred. For example, we examined 20 abstracts used by MIPS to support interactions that were not found by PreBIND. Four of the twenty were missing both names in the abstract and sixteen were missing only one name. Seventeen of the twenty papers had two names present in the full-text articles that could have been detected by PreBIND. In at least eight cases, these two protein names appeared in the same paragraph and a biomolecular interaction was described for the two proteins in that paragraph. It is impossible to use these data to extrapolate the percentage of MIPS interactions that would be recovered if full-text searching were used. PreBIND can and does find additional references for interactions that are not listed by MIPS (see below); the full-text of these references could contain easily detectable descriptions of interactions using names from the PreBIND lexicon. Full-text searching would obviously recall more interactions than abstract searching alone, but, until full-text searching has been attempted, it not possible to tell how much better it will be.

The PreBIND system, in its current state was designed primarily to direct the attention of curators to abstracts containing interaction information for a given protein. However, PreBIND can also indicate the likelihood that any two protein names co-occurring in an interaction abstract really are interactors. If PreBIND moves to full-text searching, this ability will become increasingly important if curators are to efficiently sift through all the potential interactions that may be described in a paper. For this reason, we were interested in determining why PreBIND failed to recognize many co-occurrences as real interactions. A co-occurrence is indicated in PreBIND by a potential interaction score of zero (see above). Approximately 41 % of the MIPS interactions were found by PreBIND only as co-occurrences. To determine the reason for this, we began with a list of 20 interactions from MIPS that were found by PreBIND only as co-occurrences. We retrieved all of the supporting papers used by MIPS and compared them to those references where the interactions were found by PreBIND as co-occurrences. There were seven interactions for which PreBIND failed to find any of the same papers as MIPS to support the interaction. For five of these seven interactions, PreBIND found alternative papers that had supporting evidence for the interaction in the abstract. In fact, PreBIND found additional references not used by MIPS where the interaction was described in the abstract for 12 of the 20 interactions. These examples demonstrate that PreBIND is able to retrieve interaction abstracts used by MIPS or abstracts that contain equivalent information.

However, PreBIND never identified any of these 20 interactions as anything more than a co-occurrence in an interaction-like abstract. Why? For five of the MIPS interactions, the interaction was not described in the abstract used by MIPS nor in any of the additional abstracts identified by PreBIND. This would not be an issue if full-text searching were to be employed. For the remaining 15 interactions, PreBIND identified a total of 45 interaction papers where a co-occurrence of names appeared. PreBIND failed to identify these as interactions because both names were not in the same sentence (14 cases), because there were more than two names in a sentence (24 cases) or because the sentence where the co-occurrence happened was not identified as an interaction sentence (7 cases). If a more sophisticated method of detecting interactions was employed (for examples, see \[[@B9],[@B10]\] and \[[@B12]\]), each of these co-occurrences may have been correctly identified as an interaction. Construction of such a natural language processing algorithm will be included in the next round of development for PreBIND.

In conclusion, the PreBIND/Textomy system is able to recall many of the interactions present in MIPS. This recall will be improved by full-text searching. Full-text searching has been attempted by few text-mining systems \[[@B10]\] due mainly to the difficulties involved in obtaining access to full-text articles. PreBIND is useful for focusing attention on those documents and document sections that are likely to contain interaction information. With full-text searching, the ability to differentiate interactions from co-occurrences will become more important. This ability will be facilitated by natural language processing algorithms that analyze text at the sentence level.

Part 3: Usefulness of the PreBIND IE system
-------------------------------------------

### Application to a high-throughput yeast study

Ultimately, IE systems are useful in their ability to reduce the time taken to locate and enter information into a factual database. The usefulness of the PreBIND/Textomy system was demonstrated by its application to the task of giving domain-knowledge context to the results of a high-throughput interaction study.

Recently, immunoprecipitation and mass spectrometry methods were used for a systematic identification of protein complexes in the yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*\[[@B29]\]. In this study, 600 \'bait\' proteins were tagged with the Flag epitope, expressed in yeast and subsequently immunopurified from extract. Proteins that co-immunopurified with these baits (called hits) were resolved by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and identified by mass spectrometric analysis. The resulting collection of identified proteins included those that either interacted directly with the bait protein or with some other co-purified target. In total, 493 starting bait proteins co-immunoprecipitated 1,578 different target proteins. This corresponds to a potential 3,618 interactions if one assumes that every target interacts with its bait directly (spoke representation). If one assumes that all bait and target proteins identified in an immunoprecipitation interact with one another (matrix representation) the number of potential interactions increases significantly \[[@B30]\]. PreBIND was used to locate interaction information relevant to the starting bait proteins.

At the time of analysis, PreBIND contained 11,575 names that had been collected from the RefSeq database and the *Saccharomyces*Genome Database for 6,230 unique proteins. Each of these names was used to search the yeast literature in PubMed (42,070 papers). These searches returned 17,043 abstracts of which at least 9,631 mentioned two or more recognized protein names. The Textomy SVM classified 3981 of these 17,043 papers as containing interaction information. The training of this SVM was performed earlier and under slightly different conditions than the training of the SVM used for the rest of this study. These differences are described in the Methods section.

In order to estimate the real performance of this SVM for the purposes of curators at MDS Proteomics Inc., we reviewed 100 abstracts chosen at random that were either predicted to contain interaction data or not (50 abstracts each). Analysis of all 100 papers for performance on correctly classifying papers that contain interaction information revealed that indexers looking at papers with scores greater than zero would be assured that they contained interaction data 96% of the time (high precision). This was at the cost of missing some papers that talked about interactions (lower recall of 84%). The SVM\'s classification was correct approximately 9 times out of 10 (accuracy of 89%). Approximately half (4 out of 9) missed interaction papers were about protein-DNA or protein-small molecule interactions. Thus we suggest that the effective recall of protein-protein interaction data was closer to 90%. This reflects the bias in our initial training set for protein-protein interactions and against protein-DNA interactions.

BIND curators at MDS Proteomics Inc. used PreBIND to examine the literature regarding 835 yeast proteins including all of the 600 bait proteins used. A search of the yeast literature for names corresponding to these proteins returned 7021 unique abstracts. The curation team read all abstracts whose SVM scores were greater than zero. This corresponded to 2078 abstracts for the literature regarding 473 of the 835 proteins. A total of 2372 intermediate interactions were generated from this exercise including 711 genetic interaction records.

After removing redundant, genetic and protein-DNA interactions, the PreBIND curation effort resulted in approximately 644 validated protein-protein interaction BIND records covering 608 proteins and 659 publications arising from the original 835 yeast proteins.

In addition, we computed the intersection of the matrix representation of the experimental data with the entire list of putative pair wise interactions with scores greater than zero found in PreBIND. This intersection formed a list of an additional 346 non-redundant interactions that required validation by the BIND curation team. Using this method an additional 53 interactions were confirmed bringing the total to 697 literature interactions identified using PreBIND. These records represent indexed protein-protein interactions. BIND curators are in the process of reading the corresponding papers in their entirety before the records are approved and released to BIND.

As a measure of the usefulness of PreBIND, we calculated that the generation of the 644 preliminary interaction records took approximately 74 FTE (full-time equivalent) days. We estimate that the PreBIND/Textomy system saved at least 176 FTE days since curators would otherwise have had to scan 7021 abstracts instead of 2078. This does not include the time saved by other PreBIND functionalities such as collecting protein name synonyms, performing literature searches and looking up corresponding GI and PMID references for the preparation of BIND records. We estimate that bi-molecular protein interactions mentioned in the remaining 1903 abstracts classified as containing interaction information could be processed at the same level of detail in 68 FTE days. This demonstrated the timesaving usefulness of the PreBIND interface in a real world situation.

### Classification of all of PubMed and reusability

We have recently completed searches for all known names for yeast, human and mouse proteins found in RefSeq. These names returned 1.88 million abstracts from PubMed at the time of writing. We used the SVM described above to find that 269,000 of these were classified as containing interaction information. We estimate that the set of interaction abstracts containing yeast, mouse and human protein names is presently comprised of 7,700, 87,000 and 204,000 abstracts respectively.

Based upon this exercise, we believe that a learned SVM can be applied to all of PubMed in a relatively rapid fashion. If the abstracts are stored locally, they can be transformed into feature vectors and be classified based on the SVM in fewer than three days on a single 2 GHz Intel processor. Furthermore, if the vectors are preprocessed (in a three day process), new SVM\'s can be applied to all abstracts in only six to eight hours on the same processor. This facility will allow for the rapid re-training of the SVM on an on-going basis as feedback is retrieved from PreBIND users. Furthermore, the computational efficiency afforded by this method will allow us to train additional SVM\'s to classify other types of abstracts and relationships between proteins mentioned in these abstracts.

Conclusions
===========

The BIND project seeks to address, as completely as possible, the problem of encoding information about molecular interactions and their biochemical mechanisms. Proteomics discovery engines, largely emerging from industrial scale efforts, are driving interest in this information set. The system presented here, has proven useful in giving partial context to one such industrial scale effort and will be used to expand the BIND database.

The approach presented here provides a reasonable classifier for finding interaction data in the over 14 million PubMed abstracts that are available to us. The SVM method performed better than a naïve-Bayesian classifier. A natural consequence of the PreBIND interface is that more training examples can be collected on an ongoing basis, as a broader sample of the literature is examined in a feedback loop that will hopefully improve the performance of the SVM. The IE solution presented here is by no means complete. Other systems that use deeper linguistic analysis to recognize noun and verb phrases would be a better choice in extracting specific protein-protein interactions from abstracts identified as containing interaction information. This is especially the case for interactions that occur in sentences with multiple names or across sentence boundaries.

We have chosen here to focus on attaining the highest possible recall for the most general type of interaction data. Any interaction IE system is of limited use if there is no human process attached to it to reliably complete the transfer of data to a machine-readable format such as BIND. We have presented here the first such system that is maintained and publicly available over the web. The PreBIND interface was first released on the Internet in late 2000. Lastly, the PreBIND/Textomy IE system\'s recall of the MIPS interaction dataset demonstrates that the system must eventually be applied to full-text articles if it ever hopes to retrieve more than a fraction of the interaction knowledge base.

Tools like Textomy, integrated into the PreBIND web-based submission system, provide the BIND effort a focused queue of interaction papers to convert into BIND data records. The enabling SVM technology has allowed us to achieve high precision and recall, keys to providing BIND annotators relevant information with little noise. Currently, this system aids curators in finding and entering protein-protein interaction data. We will add similar capabilities for small-molecule and molecular complex information as the PreBIND system grows to match the requirements of the BIND database.

Methods
=======

Collection of names
-------------------

The PreBIND parser (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 3) collects synonyms for proteins and their encoding loci for a non-redundant set of proteins present in the NCBI RefSeq sequence database \[[@B15]\]. The cumulative RefSeq database is distributed as an ASN.1 file in binary format (see the file \"rscu.bna\" at <ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/refseq/cumulative/>. The PreBIND parser program (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 3) used this file as its primary input. Gene loci names and synonyms were retrieved from the \"locus\" and \"syn\" fields of the Gene-ref data structure (\"Gene-ref is a type of sequence feature found in \"Bioseq-set\" and \"Bioseq\" sequence records. For more information, search for \"Gene-ref\" at <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/IEB/ToolBox/SB/hbr.html> and for an introduction to the NCBI data model see \[[@B31]\]).

Gene loci names present in nucleotide records were matched to their corresponding proteins by comparing location information for the Gene-Ref with location information for the protein. These synonyms were stored with their corresponding RefSeq GenInfo (GI) number in the PreBIND database (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 4). Additional synonyms were collected by the parser for each unique GI from the *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*genome database (SGD) \[[@B16]\] (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 2) using database cross-references found in RefSeq records.

The collected names were filtered before being used to search PubMed. The following types of names were not used: names with only one character, names with only one letter followed by numbers and systematic open reading frame names for yeast (for example YDL140C).

The complete list of names used for searching will be made available upon request until the PreBIND GI and name table have been incorporated into the SeqHound database system along with a remote API (application programming interface) that allows access to these names (see reference \[[@B25]\]).

Locating names in PubMed abstracts
----------------------------------

The PreBIND searcher program (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, item 6) searches the PubMed literature database \[[@B18]\] for names in either the abstract or title fields while limited to the MESH listed taxon relevant to the protein. Names are detected by searching the PubMed database remotely with the NCBI C-toolkit function \"EntrezTLEvalXString(query, TYP_ML, -1, NULL, NULL)\" where an example query is \"rpo21 \[WORD\] & Saccharomyces_cerevisiae \[MESH\]\". The results returned by this search are essentially equivalent to typing the query string into the NCBI web interface to PubMed <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?CMD=search&DB=PubMed>. More details on the use of this function can be found at <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/IEB/ToolBox/SB/hbr.html>.

Training of the SVM for the yeast high-throughput study
-------------------------------------------------------

The SVM used for the literature collection described for the yeast high-throughput study \[[@B29]\] is described here. This SVM accompanied the initial release of PreBIND in November of 2000. The training examples were essentially as described above with some minor modifications. Also, the dimensions extracted from the text were the words and two-word (adjacent) phrases. N-grams were tried with little advantage over whole words. Term features were filtered (thrown out) if they occurred in fewer than 3 articles, if they occurred in a standard list of the most common 300 stop words \[[@B26]\], or if they were shorter than two characters. Words were strings of alphanumeric characters that included internal apostrophes, underscores, periods, and hyphens. They were truncated at ten characters and were case sensitive. No other text pre-processing occurred. The value for each dimension for each abstract was the TFIDF score (term frequency, inverse document frequency). Term frequency is the number of times the term occurs in the abstract and the document frequency is the number of abstracts in which it appeared at least once.

SVM training was performed using a linear kernel, meaning that the decision boundary used was a hyperplane. Polynomial kernels were tried but showed no significant improvement. Ten-fold cross-validation training and testing was performed as described above.

Precision, Recall and F-measure
-------------------------------

For a set of examples that have been labeled as either positive or negative and for an algorithm that predicts this positive or negative class, then the \"recall\" of the predictive algorithm is calculated as the number of correct positive predictions divided by the number of examples labeled as positive. \"Precision\" is calculated as the number of correct positive predictions divided by the total number of positive predictions. Precision can be increased at the cost of recall by increasing the cutoff at which the SVM score is considered to be indicative of a positive example (i.e., an interaction paper). Using zero as the cutoff often maximizes accuracy and the F-measure. As the cutoff rises above zero, the chance of a false positive decreases, but the chance of a false negative increases. The F-measure (F) is an expression of precision and recall that favors a balance between the two such that:

F = (αP^-1^+ (1-α)R^-1^)^-1^

where \'P\' is precision \'R\' is recall and \'α\' is some value between 0 and 1. When an equal weighting between precision and recall is chosen (α = 0.5), the F measure becomes:

F = 2PR(P+R)^-1^

Naïve-Bayes Text Classification
-------------------------------

Naïve-Bayes text classification was performed using the BOW software toolkit <http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/~mccallum/bow/>). Modifications were made to allow for 10-fold cross-validation. Similar to our SVM method, term features were words and two-word (adjacent) phrases. Term features were thrown out if they occurred in a standard list of 300 most frequent stop words \[[@B26]\] or were shorter than two characters. Words were strings of alphabetic characters. They were truncated at ten characters and were converted to lower case. No other text pre-processing occurred. Digits, punctuation, and white spaces were treated as non-word characters. As a result, digits and punctuation contained within words were treated as word boundaries. Information gain was used to restrict the classifier to the most useful terms. The number of terms was chosen to be 100 because it optimized performance on a similar dataset. The naïve-Bayes classifier used Laplace smoothing and a word event model. Further details are available in the BOW documentation \[[@B32]\].

Software
--------

PreBIND associated software was written entirely in the C programming language using the NCBI toolkit <http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/IEB>\[[@B31]\]. All code is cross-compilable on several platforms including Windows^®^, Linux, and Solaris^®^. The application uses a CodeBase^®^database backend system from Sequiter^®^Software Inc. <http://www.sequiter.com>. The PreBIND interface has been tested using fourth generation and higher Internet Explorer and Netscape clients. PreBIND data is accessible via the web interface at <http://bind.ca>.

Textomy software was written in a combination of Java and Perl. The Textomy tools are back ended to a MySQL database and run on a loose network of five processors connected by Condor <http://www.cs.wisc.edu/condor>. Textomy is accessible at <http://www.litminer.ca/>.
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